Your organization is steeped in knowledge that is often located all over...

- in the minds of senior staff
- your website, somewhere
- in various versions of guides and procedure manuals
- in policies and best practices yet to be written

Now you can give consistent, accurate answers to questions for **FREE** with KnowledgeBase.

"Our old web site didn’t allow searching... KnowledgeBase significantly increased the use of the site."

- Chelsea Dahmen
  Health Sciences IRB

Why would I want a KnowledgeBase site?
Your KnowledgeBase provides...

- Self service answers for your users
- Robust searching
- Cost and time savings
- Knowledge sharing between KBs
- Knowledge transfer (i.e. when staff changes)
- FREE support from DoIT
- Separate internal and external information
- Information updates by any designated members of your group
- Access from all browsers and web enabled mobile devices

**FREE KB site.**
We’ll build & host it. You provide the knowledge.

KnowledgeBase.

Scan this QR code
or Talk With Us to sign up today!

kb.wisc.edu
kb-team@lists.wisc.edu